High-grade urothelial carcinoma in urine cytology with jet black and smooth or glassy chromatin.
Some high-grade urothelial carcinomas (UCs) in urine cytology can have jet black, smooth, or glassy chromatin, but to the authors' knowledge, the incidence and criteria for diagnosis are not well described. The current study was performed to define the incidence and appearance of high-grade UC in urine cytology in cytospin preparations with jet black and smooth or glassy chromatin. Cytospin preparations from 331 cases with biopsy follow-up (230 benign/low-grade UCs and 101 malignant UCs) were reviewed. Cases with malignant cells with jet black and smooth or glassy chromatin were identified in a total of 60 cases (59.4% of all malignancies). These comprised 18 carcinoma in situ cases, 28 high-grade papillary UCs, 8 invasive UCs, 3 squamous cell carcinomas, 2 adenocarcinomas, and 1 melanoma. Of the 93 high-grade UCs, 51 (54.8%) had cells with either jet black and smooth or glassy chromatin. These cells were the only type of malignant cell in 6 of 101 cases (5.9%). All cases had at least 50 cells with jet black nuclei. Nuclei with jet black and smooth chromatin often were smaller than normal urothelial cells, often but not always elongate, had irregular nuclear outlines including pointed areas, and usually were accompanied by necrosis. Cells with glassy chromatin often were larger than normal urothelial cells, had rounder but still irregular nuclei, and also had frequent necrosis. Malignant urothelial cells in urine cytology with jet black chromatin are common and can be diagnosed as "positive for malignancy" based on their irregular nuclear outline, increased cellularity (≥50 abnormal cells), and frequent necrosis. Cancer Cytopathol 2018;126:64-8. © 2017 American Cancer Society.